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KEYSTONE AERIAL SURVEYS, INC.

Aerial imaging and geospatial data acquisition 
headquartered at Northeast Philadelphia Regional Airport
 Founded in 1963
 Four offices:
 Philadelphia, PA

 Tucson, AZ

 Tyler, TX

 Los Angeles, CA

 20 Survey Aircraft
 Digital, LIDAR, film, obliques, more.



KEYSTONE AERIAL SURVEYS, INC.
Supporting our photogrammetric customers with our digital 
post-processing capabilities
 Film scanning
 ABGPS/IMU processing
 Aerial triangulation
 LIDAR processing
 Orthophoto and mosaic production
 Surface modeling
 Key-3D point cloud

 3D printing



3D PRINTING PILOT PROGRAM

Program Goals:
 Transform digital surface and elevation models to tangible “hard copy” products.
 Accurate colorization and texture derived from photography.
 Modeling accurately sized to-scale and relative.
 Test, assess and utilize emerging technology, applied with geospatial data, to best fill client needs.



SUBJECT: FORT MIFFLIN – PHILADELPHIA, PA

American Revolutionary War era fort 
defending the mouth of the Delaware 
River in Philadelphia, PA.
 Commissioned in 1771
 Formerly “Mud Island Fort”
 Held off 2000 British soldiers and 250 ships in 

the “Battle of Mud Island” in 1777.
 Used to hold prisoners of war during the 

American Civil War.
 Anti-Aircraft battery during World War II.
 Deeded to City of Philadelphia in 1969, though 

still an active Army Corp of Engineers base.

Source: Creative Commons



SUBJECT: FORT MIFFLIN – PHILADELPHIA, PA



FLIGHT PLAN

Flight plan specifications:
 Flight planned for 3D modeling
 80% forward overlap and 60% side overlap
 High overlap ensures multiplicity in image points

 Vital for 3D modeling

 GSD of 2.5 cm
 High resolution sample distance between pixel centers





AERIAL ACQUISITION

Original aerial acquisition took place in 
June of 2014.
 Ultracam Falcon Prime
 100mm Focal Length

 Data processed to 16-bit, 4-band RGBI TIFF 
images.
 High accuracy airborne GPS and IMU, plus 

nearby ground control, used to determine sensor 
location and orientation at each exposure.



AERIAL TRIANGULATION AND PROCESSING

Inpho Photogrammetry Suite’s Match-AT 
used initially to refine initial exterior 
orientation parameters for aerial 
camera.
 Tie point collection
 Bundle block adjustment
 Adjusted EO output

Adjusted EOs input into Pix4D Mapper 
for another tie point collection, 
adjustment and generation of dense LAS 
point cloud. 



AERIAL TRIANGULATION AND PROCESSING

Missing data!
 Angle of single nadir camera insufficient to 

collect reliable data on the sides of buildings 
and under overhangs.
 “2.5 dimensional” effect
 Data must be supplemented with oblique or 

terrestrial data to fill in missing areas.



TERRESTRIAL ACQUISITION

Visit took place on April 1st, 2015.

Two consumer Digital SLR cameras used 
during site visit.
 Canon EOS 7D
 28mm Focal Length lens

 Nikon D7000
 15mm Focal Length lens



TERRESTRIAL PROCESSING

While we initially photographed the 
entire Fort, we selected an area of 
interest around two buildings.
 Blacksmith shop
 Artillery shed
 2340 images taken, 549 used in processing.

Several passes made around each 
building to ensure ample overlap and 
parallax between photos.
 Photos taken inside shed to map deep into the 

structure.



TERRESTRIAL PROCESSING

Relative ground control points selected 
from aerial point cloud.
 Aligns terrestrial imagery with aerial imagery.
 Derives input control variables from reliable 

ABGPS/IMU data from aircraft.

Pix4D Mapper used to compute photo 
locations and orientations based on 
overlapping frames and relative control 
points.
 Supplements aerial by adding data to sides.
 Creates true 3D model of subject.
 Process to LAS point cloud.



POINT CLOUD INSPECTION

ArcScene 10.2.2 visualization of 
merged point clouds via merged 
LASD.
 Layering to confirm relative positioning.
 Visualize error to assist in removal of bad 

points.
 Editing done in Pix4D Mapper.
 Final inspection before colorized triangle 

mesh conversion.

Observations:
 Noise in point cloud, primarily from aerial
 Radiometry does not match due to 

radically different time of year
 Point clouds align well and are 

geometrically correct.



POINT CLOUD TO TRIANGLE MESH



PREPARING THE MESH
Most labor-intensive part of the process.
 Meshing algorithms designed for computer 

graphics, not printing.
 Specific Requirements for 3D Printing:
 No obvious errors.

 No Overlapping triangles.

 No impossible topologies.

 All edges/vertices must be “manifold.”

 Normals must be outward-facing.

 Must be “watertight.”

 Must be solid.

 FOSS Software used:
 Blender (mesh editing)

 Meshlab (print preparation)

 Slic3r (statistics on print)

 Other software:
 Rhinoceros 5 (final preparation)



FINALIZING

 Final adjustments to mesh shape and structure.
 Sculpting to remove mismatch errors.

 Adjustments and realigning of texture mapping.
 Fixing UV mapping errors introduced in editing.

 Match radiometry between cameras and 
platforms.
 Since photos were taken at different times of year, we 

balanced color across aerial and terrestrial imagery.

 Select best photos for colorization from either terrestrial or 
aerial, balance radiometry across full project.



FINALIZING



CHOOSING THE PRINTER

Z-Corp Spectrum Z510
 Full Color CMYK ink injection
 Gypsum Powder based
 Build size: 254 x 356 x 203 mm

(10 x 14 x 8 in)
 High resolution layers: .089 mm

Available at local “makerspace” –
NextFab Studio 



THE PRINT

Bonding and dyeing of the gypsum 
powder.
 Model sliced into a number of layers
 Object height divided by layer thickness

 A bonding agent is applied to each layer.
 Layers stack to create three dimensional object.
 CMYK dye mixtures injected to apply near true 

color to the object.

This print:
 480 individual layers
 Approximately 2.75 hours
 Approximately 8.5 x 13 x 2 inches



EXTRACTION

Careful removal of print from bed.
 Very fragile in raw state.

Cleaning and removal of lingering 
gypsum powder.
 Used light paint brushes and compressed air to 

clean surfaces.

Lightly sand all surfaces to remove 
deposits of magenta coloring.
 Machine tends to skew “pink” on outermost 

layer.



FINISHING



FINISHING

Application of post processing solution.
 Encases fragile gypsum print in low viscosity 

epoxy.
 Solution reacts with adhesive injected by printer 

to produce a very strong outer shell.
 Neutralizes remaining magenta color and 

deepens true colors.



















OBSERVATIONS & SUGGESTIONS
Transforming and cleaning a messy 
photogrammetric mesh is hard.
 Suggest developing and refining tools and 

workflows to make manifold and sealed meshes.
 Automated fixes work for most but not all of 

these errors.

Some minor detail is lost.
 Very small features were broken from print.
 Some small color variations were lost.
 Suggest using as few triangles as possible while 

maintaining desired fidelity.

Shadowed areas in the imagery are 
dark and slightly discolored in the print.
 Suggest taking photos when shadows are 

smallest or under even overcast.
 Ensure best exposure. Data in every pixel is 

more important than overall contrast.



GOING FORWARD
UAS well suited for 3D printing applications. 
 Allows for more options and better adaptability to 

conditions for collection.
 Oblique data captured from UAS can reduce or 

eliminate need for supplemental terrestrial data
 Better control over lighting conditions than crewed 

aerial systems
 Fly lower, under overcast, adjust exposure, fly multiple times, 

crew already on site if terrestrial data needed

 Adapt flight plan on-the-fly to compensate for on site reality

 All data can be captured on a single day.
 Faster image processing and turnaround time.

We will apply the skills we’ve learned from 
the pilot to continue to improve overall print 
quality.
 Refine methods and develop best practices.



Questions?
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